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Abstract
The emerging open cloud computing model will provide users
with great freedom to dynamically migrate virtualized computing
services to, from, and between clouds over the wide-area. While
this freedom leads to many potential benefits, the running services
must be minimally disrupted by the migration. Unfortunately, cur-
rent solutions for wide-area migration incur too much disruption
as they will significantly slow down storage I/O operations during
migration. The resulting increase in service latency could be very
costly to a business. This paper presents a novel storage migra-
tion scheduling algorithm that can greatly improve storage I/O per-
formance during wide-area migration. Our algorithm is unique in
that it considers individual virtual machine’s storage I/O workload
such as temporal locality, spatial locality and popularity character-
istics to compute an efficient data transfer schedule. Using a fully
implemented system on KVM and a trace-driven framework, we
show that our algorithm provides large performance benefits across
a wide range of popular virtual machine workloads.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.4.0 [Operating Systems]:
General

General Terms Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Perfor-
mance

Keywords Live Storage Migration, Virtual Machine, Workload-
aware, Scheduling, Cloud Computing

1. Introduction
Cloud computing has recently attracted significant attention from
both industry and academia for its ability to deliver IT services
at a lower barrier to entry in terms of cost, risk, and expertise,
with higher flexibility and better scaling on-demand. While many
cloud users’ early successes have been realized using a single cloud
provider [4, 8], using multiple clouds to deliver services and having
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the flexibility to move freely among different providers is an emerg-
ing requirement [1]. The Open Cloud Manifesto is an example of
how users and vendors are coming together to support and estab-
lish principles in opening up choices in cloud computing [16]. A
key barrier to cloud adoption identified in the manifesto is data and
application portability. Users who implement their applications us-
ing one cloud provider ought to have the capability and flexibility to
migrate their applications back in-house or to other cloud providers
in order to have control over business continuity and avoid fate-
sharing with specific providers.

In addition to avoiding single-provider lock-in, there are other
availability and economic reasons driving the requirement for mi-
gration across clouds. To maintain high performance and availabil-
ity, virtual machines (VMs) could be migrated from one cloud to
another cloud to leverage better resource availability, to avoid hard-
ware or network maintenance down-times, or to avoid power limi-
tations in the source cloud. Furthermore, cloud users may want to
move work to clouds that provide lower-cost. The current practice
for migration causes significant transitional down time. In order
for users to realize the benefits of migration between clouds, we
need both open interfaces and mechanisms to enable such migra-
tion while the services are running with as minimal service disrup-
tion as possible. While providers are working towards open inter-
faces, in this paper we look at the enabling mechanisms without
which migrations would remain a costly effort.

Live migration provides the capability to move VMs from
one physical location to another while still running without any
perceived degradation. Many hypervisors support live migration
within the LAN [6, 10, 13, 17, 20, 25]. However, migrating across
the wide area presents more challenges specifically because of the
large amount of data that needs to be migrated over limited net-
work bandwidth. In order to enable live migration over the wide
area, three capabilities are needed: (i) the running state of the VM
must be migrated (i.e., memory migration), (ii) the storage or vir-
tual disks used by the VM must be migrated, and (iii) existing
client connections must be migrated while new client connections
are directed to the new location. Memory migration and network
connection migration for the wide area have been demonstrated
to work well [5, 24]. However, storage migration inherently faces
significant performance challenges because of its much larger size
compared to memory.

In this paper, we improve the efficiency of migrating storage
across the wide area. Our approach differs from the existing work in
storage migration that treats storage as one large chunk that needs
to be transferred from beginning to end. We introducestorage mi-
gration schedulingto transfer storage blocks according to a deliber-
ately computed order. We develop a workload-aware storage migra-
tion scheduling algorithm that takes advantage of temporal locality,
spatial locality, and access popularity – patterns commonly found
in a wide range of I/O workloads – at the properly chosen gran-
ularity to optimize the data transfer. We show that our scheduling
algorithm can be leveraged by previous work in storage migration
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Figure 1. Models of live storage migration.

to greatly improve storage I/O performance during migration across
a wide variety of VM workloads.

In the next section, we provide an overview of the existing stor-
age migration technologies and the challenges that they face. Sec-
tion 3 quantifies the locality and popularity characteristics we found
in VM storage workload traces. Motivated by these characteristics,
we present in Section 4 a novel storage migration scheduling al-
gorithm that leverages these characteristics to make storage migra-
tion much more efficient. We present the implementation of our
scheduling algorithm on KVM in Section 5 and evaluate its perfor-
mance in Section 6. In Section 7, we further present trace-based
simulation results for the scheduling algorithm under two addi-
tional migration models not adopted by KVM. Finally, we sum-
marize our findings in Section 8.

2. Background
A VM consists of virtual hardware devices such as CPU, memory
and disk. Live migration of a VM within a data center is quite com-
mon. It involves the transfer of the memory and CPU state of the
VM from one hypervisor to another. However, live migration across
the wide area requires not only transferring the memory and CPU
state, but also virtual disk storage and network connections associ-
ated with a VM. While wide-area memory and network connection
migration have matured [5, 19, 22, 24], wide-area storage migration
still faces significant performance challenges. The VM’s disk is im-
plemented as a (set of) file(s) stored on the physical disk. Because
sharing storage across the wide area has unacceptable performance,
storage must be migrated to the destination cloud. And because
of the larger size storage has compared to memory and the limi-
tations in wide-area network bandwidth, storage migration could
negatively impact VM performance if not performed efficiently.

2.1 Storage Migration Models

Previous work in storage migration can be classified into three
migration models: pre-copy, post-copy and pre+post-copy. In the
pre-copy model, storage migration is performedprior to memory
migration whereas in the post-copy model, the storage migration is
performedafter memory migration. The pre+post-copy model is a
hybrid of the first two models.

Figure 1 depicts the three models on the left-hand side. In the
pre-copy model as implemented by KVM [14] (a slightly different
variant is also found in [5]), the entire virtual disk file is copied
from beginning to end prior to memory migration. During the vir-
tual disk copy, all write operations to the disk are logged. The dirty
blocks are retransmitted, and new dirty blocks generated during this
time are again logged and retransmitted. This dirty block retrans-
mission process repeats until the number of dirty blocks falls below
a threshold, then memory migration begins. During memory mi-
gration, dirty blocks are again logged and retransmitted iteratively.

The strength of the pre-copy model is that VM disk read opera-
tions at the destination have good performance because blocks are
copied over prior to when the VM starts running at the destination.
However, the pre-copy model has weaknesses. First, pre-copying
may introduce extra traffic. If we had an oracle that told us when
disk blocks are updated, we would send only the latest copy of disk
blocks. In this case, the total number of bytes transferred over the
network would be the minimum possible which is the total size of
the virtual disk. Without an oracle, some transmitted blocks will
become dirty and require retransmissions, resulting inextra traf-
fic beyond the size of the virtual disk. Second, if the I/O workload
on the VM is write-intensive, write-throttling is employed to slow
down I/O operations so that iterative dirty block retransmission can
converge. While throttling is useful, it can degrade application I/O
performance.

In the post-copy model [11, 12], storage migration is executed
after memory migration completes and the VM is running at the
destination. Two mechanisms are used to copy disk blocks over:
background copying and remote read. In background copying, the
simplest strategy proposed by Hirofuchi et al. [12] is to copy blocks
sequentially from the beginning of a virtual disk to the end. They
also proposed an advanced background copy strategy which will
be discussed later in Section 2.3. During this time if the VM is-
sues an I/O request, it is handled immediately. If the VM issues a
write operation, the blocks are directly updated at the destination
storage. If the VM issues a read operation and the blocks have yet
to arrive at the destination, then on-demand fetching is employed
to request those blocks from the source. We call such operations
remote reads. With the combination of background copying and re-
mote reads, each block is transferred at most once ensuring that the
total amount of data transferred for storage migration is minimized.
However, remote reads incur extra wide-area delays, resulting in
I/O performance degradation.

In the hybrid pre+post-copy model [15], the virtual disk is
copied to the destination prior to memory migration. During disk
copy and memory migration, a bit-map of dirty disk blocks is main-
tained. After memory migration completes, the bit-map is sent to
the destination where a background copying and remote read model
is employed for the dirty blocks. While this model still incurs extra
traffic and remote read delays, the amount of extra traffic is smaller
compared to the pre-copy model and the number of remote reads
is smaller compared to the post-copy model. Table 1 summarizes
these three models.

2.2 Performance Degradation from Migration

While migration is a powerful capability, any performance degra-
dation caused by wide area migration could be damaging to users
that are sensitive to latency. Anecdotally, every 100 ms of latency
costs Amazon 1% in sales and an extra 500 ms page generation time
dropped 20% of Google’s traffic [9]. In our analysis (details in Sec-
tion 7) of a 10 GB MySQL database server that has 160 clients mi-
grating over a 100 Mbps wide area link using the post-copy model,
over 25,000 read operations experience performance degradation
during migration due to remote read. This I/O performance degra-
dation can significantly impact application performance on the VM.
Reducing this degradation is key to making live migration a practi-
cal mechanism for moving applications across clouds.

2.3 Our Solution

Our solution is calledworkload-aware storage migration schedul-
ing. Rather than copying the storage from beginning to end, we
deliberately compute a schedule to transfer storage at the appropri-
ate granularity which we callchunkand in the appropriate order
to minimize performance degradation. Our schedule is computed
to take advantage of the particular I/O locality characteristics of



Model Pre-copy [5, 14] Pre+post-copy [15] Post-copy [11, 12]
Application Write Operation Degradation Yes No No
Performance Read Operation Degradation No Medium Heavy

Impact Degradation Time Long Medium Long
I/O Operations Throttled Yes No No

Total Migration Time >> Best > Best Best
Amount of Migrated Data >> Best > Best Best

Table 1. Comparison of VM storage migration methods.

the migrated workload and can be applied to improve any of the
three storage migration models as depicted on the right-hand side
of Figure 1. To reduce the extra migration traffic and throttling un-
der the pre-copy model, our scheduling algorithm groups storage
blocks into chunks and sends the chunks to the destination in an
optimized order. Similarly, to reduce the number of remote reads
under the post-copy model, scheduling is used to group and or-
der storage blocks sent over during background copying. In the hy-
brid pre+post-copy model, scheduling is used for both the pre-copy
phase and the post-copy phase to reducing extra migration traffic
and remote reads.

Hirofuchi et al. [12] proposed an advanced strategy for back-
ground copying in the post-copy model by recording and trans-
ferring frequently accessed ext2/3 block groups first. While their
proposal is similar in spirit to our solution, there are important dif-
ferences. First, their proposal is dependent on the use of an ext2/3
file system in the VM. In contrast, our solution is general without
any file system constraints, because we track I/O accesses at the
raw disk block level which is beneath the file system. Second, the
access recording and block copying in their proposal are based on
a fixed granularity, i.e. an ext2/3 block group. However, our solu-
tion is adaptive to workloads. We propose algorithms to leverage
the locality characteristics of workloads to decide the appropriate
granularity. As our experiments show, using an incorrect granular-
ity leads to a large loss of performance. Third, we show how our so-
lution can be applied to all three storage migration models and ex-
perimentally quantify the storage I/O performance improvements.

To our knowledge, past explorations in memory migration [6,
10] leverage memory access patterns to decide which memory
pages to transfer first to some extent. However, comparing to our
technique, there are large differences.

In a pre-copy model proposed by Clark et al. [6], only during
the iterative dirty page copying stage, the copying of pages that
have been dirtied both in the previous iteration and the current
iteration is postponed. In a post-copy model proposed by Hines and
Gopalan [10], when a page that causes a page fault is copied, a set
of pages surrounding the faulting page is copied together. This is
done regardless of the actual popularity of the set of surrounding
pages, and continues until the next page fault occurs.

In contrast, our scheduling technique for storage migration (1)
is general for the three storage migration models as discussed
above, (2) uses actual access frequencies, (3) computes fine-grained
access-frequency-based schedules for migration throughout the
disk image copying stage and the iterative dirty block copying
stage, (4) automatically computes the appropriate chunk size for
copying, and (5) proactively computes schedules based on a global
view of the entire disk image and the access history, rather than
reacting to each local event. Furthermore, under typical workloads,
memory and storage access patterns are different, and the con-
straints in the memory and storage subsystems are different. Tech-
niques that work well for one may not necessarily work well for the
other. Our technique is tailored specifically for storage migration
and storage access pattern.

Workload VM Configuration Server Default #
Name Application Clients
File SLES 10 32-bit dbench 45

Server (fs) 1 CPU,256MB RAM,8GB disk
Mail Windows 2003 32-bit Exchange 1000

Server (ms) 2 CPU,1GB RAM,24GB disk 2003
Java Windows 2003 64-bit SPECjbb 8

Server (js) 2 CPU,1GB RAM,8GB disk @2005-based
Web SLES 10 64-bit SPECweb 100

Server (ws) 2 CPU,512MB RAM,8GB disk @2005-based
Database SLES 10 64-bit MySQL 16

Server (ds) 2 CPU,2GB RAM,10GB disk

Table 2. VMmark workload summary.

3. Workload Characteristics
To investigate storage migration scheduling, we collect and study a
modest set of VMware VMmark virtualization benchmark [23] I/O
traces. Our trace analysis explores several I/O characteristics at the
time-scale relevant to storage migration to understand whether the
history of I/O accesses prior to a migration is useful for optimizing
storage migration. It is complementary to existing general studies
of other storage workloads [2, 18, 21].

3.1 Trace Collection

VMmark includes servers, listed in Table 2, that are representa-
tive of the applications run by VMware users. We collect traces
for multiple client workload intensities by varying the number of
client threads. A trace is named according to the server type and
the number of client threads. For example, “fs-45” refers to a file
server I/O trace with 45 client threads. Two machines with a 3GHz
Quad-core AMD Phenom II 945 processor and 8GB of DRAM are
used. One machine runs the server application while the other runs
the VMmark client. The server is run as a VM on a VMware ESXi
4.0 hypervisor. The configuration of the server VM and the client
is as specified by VMmark. To collect the I/O trace, we run an NFS
server as a VM on the application server physical machine and
mount it on the ESXi hypervisor. The application server’s virtual
disk is then placed on the NFS storage as a VMDK flat format file.
tcpdump is used on the virtual network interface to log the NFS
requests that correspond to virtual disk I/O accesses. NFS-based
tracing has been used in past studies of storage workload [3, 7] and
requires no special OS instrumentation. We experimentally con-
firmed that the tracing framework introduces negligible application
performance degradation compared to placing the virtual disk di-
rectly on the hypervisor’s locally attached disk. We trace I/O oper-
ations at the disk sector granularity – 512 bytes. We call each 512
byte sector a block. However, this is generally not the file system
block size. Each trace entry includes the access time, read or write,
the offset in the VMDK file, and the data length. Each trace con-
tains the I/O operations executed by a server over a 12 hour period.

3.2 History and Migration Periods

Let t denote the start time of a migration. Each I/O trace analysis
is performed 20 times with different randomly selected migration
start timest ∈ [3000s, 5000s], where0s represents the beginning
of the trace. For simplicity, we use a fixed history period of 3000
seconds beforet, and a fixed storage migration period of(2 ×
image size + memory size) / bandwidth seconds. The latter
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Figure 2. The temporal locality of I/O accesses as measured by the
percentage of accesses in the migration that was also previously
accessed in the history. The block size is 512B and the chunk
size is 1MB. Temporal locality exists in all of the workloads, but
is stronger at the chunk level. The Java server has very few read
accesses resulting in no measurable locality.

corresponds to a pessimistic case that during the transfer of the
disk image, all the blocks were written to by the VM and the
entire image needs to be retransmitted. Other reasonable choices
for these periods could be used, but the qualitative findings from our
analysis are not expected to change.image size, memory size,
and workload (i.e. # client threads) are as specified in Table 2, and
bandwidth is 100 Mbps in the following analysis.

3.3 Temporal Locality Characteristics

Figure 2 shows that, across all workloads, blocks that are read
during the migration are often also the blocks that were read in the
history. Take the file server as an example, 72% of the blocks that
are read in the migration were also read in the history. Among these
blocks, 96% of them are blocks whose read access frequencies were
≥ 3 in the history. Thus, it is possible to predict which blocks are
more likely to be read in the near future by analyzing the recent
past history.

However, write accesses do not behave like the read accesses.
Write operations tend to access new blocks that have not been
written before. Again, take the file server as an example. Only
32% of the blocks that are written in the migration were written
in history. Therefore, simply counting the write accesses in history
will poorly predict the write accesses in migration.

Figure 2 also shows that both read and write temporal locality
improves dramatically when 1MB chunk is used as the basic unit
of counting accesses. This is explained next.

3.4 Spatial Locality Characteristics

We find strong spatial locality for write accesses. Take the file
server as an example. For the 68% of the blocks that are freshly
written in migration but not in history, we compute the dis-
tance between each of these blocks and its closest neighbor
block that was written in history. The distance is defined as
(block id difference ∗ blocksize). Figure 3 plots, for the file
server, the cumulative percentage of the fresh written blocks ver-
sus the closest neighbor distance normalized by the storage size
(8GB). For all the fresh written blocks, their closest neighbors can
be found within a distance of 0.0045*8GB=36.8MB. For 90% of
the cases, the closest neighbor can be found within a short distance
of 0.0001*8GB=839KB. For comparison, we also plot the results
for an equal number of simulated random write accesses, which
confirm that the spatial locality found in the real trace is significant.
Taken together, in the file server trace,32%+68%∗90% = 93.2%
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Figure 3. Spatial locality of file server writes and simulated ran-
dom writes measured by normalized distance to closest block writ-
ten in history. The 90th percentiles are 0.0001 and 0.0035.

of the written blocks in the migration are found within a range of
839KB of the written blocks in history.

This explains why, across all workloads, the temporal locality of
write accesses increases dramatically in Figure 2 when we consider
1MB chunk instead of 512B block as the basic unit of counting
accesses. The temporal locality of read accesses also increases. The
caveat is that as the chunk size increases, although the percentage of
covered accessed blocks in migration will increase, each chunk will
also cover more unaccessed blocks. Therefore, to provide useful
read and write access prediction, a balanced chunk size is necessary
and will depend on the workload (see Section 4).

3.5 Popularity Characteristics

Popular chunks in history are also likely to be popular in migration.
We rank chunks by their read/write frequencies and compute the
rank correlation between the ranking in history and the ranking in
migration. Figure 4 shows that a positive correlation exists for all
cases except for the Java server read accesses at 1MB and 4MB
chunk sizes.1 As the chunk size increases, the rank correlation
increases. This increase is expected since if the chunk size is set
to the size of the whole storage, the rank correlation will become
1 by definition. A balanced chunk size is required to exploit this
popularity characteristic effectively (see Section 4).

4. Scheduling Algorithm
The main idea of the algorithm is to exploit locality to compute
a more optimized storage migration schedule. We intercept and
record a short history of the recent disk I/O operations of the VM,
then use this history to predict the temporal locality, spatial local-
ity, and popularity characteristics of the I/O workload during mi-
gration. Based on these predictions, we compute a storage trans-
fer schedule that reduces the amount of extra migration traffic and
throttling in the pre-copy model, the number of remote reads in
the post-copy model, and reduces both extra migration traffic and
remote reads in the pre+post-copy model. The net result is that stor-
age I/O performance during migration is greatly improved. The al-
gorithm presented below is conceptual. In Section 5, we present
several implementation techniques.

4.1 History of I/O Accesses

To collect history, we record the most recentN I/O operations in
a FIFO queue. We will show that the performance improvement is
significant even with a smallN in Section 6 and 7. Therefore the

1 This is because the Java server has extremely few read accesses and little
read locality
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Figure 5. A simple example of the scheduling algorithm applied
to the pre-copy model.

memory overhead for maintaining this history is very small. Differ-
ent migration models are sensitive to different types of I/O accesses
as discussed in Section 2. This is related to the cause of the per-
formance degradation. The extra migration traffic in the pre-copy
model is caused by the write operations during the migration, while
the remote reads in the post-copy model are caused by the read op-
erations before certain blocks have been migrated. Therefore, when
the pre-copy model is used, we collect only a history of write oper-
ations; when the post-copy model is used, we collect only a history
of read operations; and when the pre+post-copy model is used, both
read and write operations are collected. For each operation, a four-
tuple, < flag,offset,length,time >, is recorded, whereflag
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Figure 6. A simple example of the scheduling algorithm applied
to the post-copy model.

indicates whether this is a read or write operation,offset indicates
the block number being accessed,length indicates the size of the
operation, andtime indicates the time the operation is performed.

4.2 Scheduling Based on Access Frequency of Chunks

In this section, we discuss how we use I/O access history to com-
pute a storage transfer schedule. Figure 5 and 6 illustrate how the
migration and the I/O access sequence interact to cause the extra
migration traffic and remote reads for the pre-copy and post-copy
models respectively. The pre+post-copy model combines these two
scenarios but the problems are similar. Without scheduling, the mi-
gration controller will simply transfer the blocks of the virtual disk
sequentially from the beginning to the end. In the examples, there



are only 10 blocks for migration and several I/O accesses denoted
as either the write or read sequence. With no scheduling, under pre-
copy, a total of 6 blocks are dirtied after they have been transmitted
and have to be resent. Similarly, under post-copy, there are 6 remote
read operations where a block is needed before it is transferred to
the destination.

Our scheduling algorithm exploits the temporal locality and
popularity characteristics and uses the information in the history
to perform predictions. That is, the block with a higher write fre-
quency in history (i.e., more likely to be written to again) should be
migrated later in the pre-copy model, and the block with a higher
read frequency (i.e., more likely to be read again) should be mi-
grated earlier in the post-copy model. In the illustrative example in
Figures 5 and 6, when we schedule the blocks according to their ac-
cess frequencies, the extra traffic and remote reads can be reduced
from 6 to 2 and from 6 to 3 respectively.

In the example, blocks{4,6} in the pre-copy model and blocks
{4,8,10} in the post-copy model are not found in the history, but
they are accessed a lot during the migration due to spatial locality.
The scheduling algorithm exploits spatial locality by scheduling the
migration based on chunks. Each chunk is a cluster of contiguous
blocks. The chunk size in the simple example is 2 blocks. We note
that different workloads may have different effective chunk sizes
and present a chunk size selection algorithm later in Section 4.3.

The access frequency of a chunk is defined as the sum of the
access frequencies of the blocks in that chunk. The scheduling
algorithm for the pre-copy model migrates the chunks that have
not been written to in history first as those chunks are unlikely to
be written to during migration and then followed by the written
chunks. The written chunks are further sorted by their access fre-
quencies to exploit the popularity characteristics. For the post-copy
model, the read chunks are migrated in decreasing order of chunk
read access frequencies, and then followed by the non-read chunks.
The schedule ensures that chunks that have been read frequently in
history are sent to the destination first as they are more likely to
be accessed. In the example, by performing chunk scheduling, the
extra traffic and remote reads are further reduced to 0.

The scheduling algorithm is summarized in pseudocode as Fig-
ure 7 shows. The time complexity isO(n · log(n)), the space com-
plexity isO(n), wheren is the number of blocks in the disk.

Note thatα is an input value for the chunk size estimation
algorithm and will be explained later. The pre+post-copy model is a
special case which has two migration stages. The above algorithm
works for its first stage. The second stage begins when the VM
memory migration has finished. In this second stage, the remaining
dirty blocks are scheduled from high to low read frequency. The
time complexity isO(n · log(n)), the space complexity isO(n),
wheren is the number of dirty blocks.

The scheduling algorithm relies on the precondition that the ac-
cess history can help predict the future accesses during migration,
and our analysis has shown this to be the case for a wide range of
workloads. However, an actual implementation might want to in-
clude certain safeguards to ensure that even in the rare case that the
access characteristics are turned upside down during the migration,
any negative impact is contained. First, a test can be performed on
the history itself, to see if the first half of the history does provide
good prediction for the second half. Second, during the migration,
newly issued I/O operations can be tested against the expected ac-
cess patterns to find out whether they are consistent. If either one
of these tests fails, a simple solution is to revert to the basic non-
scheduling migration approach.

4.3 Chunk Size Selection

The chunk size used in the scheduling algorithm needs to be ju-
diciously selected. It needs to be sufficiently large to cover the

DATA STRUCTURE IN ALGORITHM:
-op flag: the flag of operation to indicate it is a read or a write
-Qhistory : the queue of access operations collected from history
-α: the fraction of simulated history.
-Lb(op flag): A block access list of< blockid, time >
-Lcfreq(op flag): A list of < chunkid, frequency >
-Lschunk(op flag): A list of chunkid sorted by frequency
-Lnchunk(op flag): A list of chunkid not accessed in history

INPUT OF ALGORITHM:Qhistory , model flag andα ∈[0, 1]
OUTPUT OF ALGORITHM: migration scheduleSmigration

Smigration = { };
IF ((model flag == PRE COPY )
‖(model flag == PRE + POST COPY ))

Smigration=GetSortedMigrationSequence(WRITE);
ELSE (model flag == POST COPY )

Smigration=GetSortedMigrationSequence(READ);
RETURNSmigration;

FUNCTION GetSortedMigrationSequence(op flag)
Lb(op flag) = Convert∀OP ∈ Qhistory

whoseflag == op flag into < blockid, time >;
chunksize=ChunkSizeEstimation(Lb(op flag),α);
Divide the storage into chunks;
Sall = {All chunks};
FOR EACHchunki ∈ Sall

frequencyi=
∑

frequencyblockk

whereblockk ∈ chunki andblockk ∈ Lb(op flag);
frequencyblockk

=# of timesblockk appearing inLb(op flag);
END FOR
Lcfreq(op flag) = {(chunki, frequencyi)|frequencyi > 0};
IF (op flag == WRITE)

Lschunk(op flag) =SortLcfreq(op flag) by freq low→high
ELSE

Lschunk(op flag) =SortLcfreq(op flag) by freq high→low
(chunks with the same frequency are sorted by id low→high)
Lnchunk(op flag) = Sall − Lschunk(op flag) with id low→high;
IF op flag == WRITE

return{Lnchunk(op flag), Lschunk(op flag)};
ELSE

return{Lschunk(op flag), Lnchunk(op flag)};

Figure 7. Scheduling algorithm.

likely future accesses near the previously accessed blocks, but not
so large as to cover many irrelevant blocks that will not be ac-
cessed. To balance these factors, for a neighborhood sizen, we
define a metric calledbalanced coverage = access coverage +
(1−storage coverage). Consider splitting the access history into
two parts based on some reference point. Then,access coverage
is the percentage of the accessed blocks (either read or write) in
the second part that are within the neighborhood sizen around the
accessed blocks in the first part.storage coverage is simply the
percentage of the overall storage within the neighborhood sizen
around the accessed blocks in the first part. The neighborhood size
that maximizesbalanced coverage is then chosen as the chunk
size by our algorithm.

Figure 8 shows thebalanced coverage metric for different
neighborhood sizes for different server workloads. As can be seen,
the best neighborhood size will depend on the workload itself.

In the scheduling algorithm, we divide the access list
Lb(op flag) in the history into two parts,SH1 consists of the ac-
cesses in the firstα fraction of the history period, whereα is a con-
figurable parameter, andSH2 consists of the remaining accesses.
We set the lower bound of the chunk size to 512B. The algorithm
also bounds the maximum selected chunk size. In the evaluation,
we set this bound to 1GB.

The algorithm pseudocode is shown in Figure 9. The time com-
plexity of this algorithm isO(n · log(n)) and the space complexity
is O(n), wheren is the number of blocks in the disk.
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5. Implementation
We have implemented the scheduling algorithm on kernel-based
virtual machine (KVM). KVM consists of a loadable kernel module
that provides the core virtualization infrastructure and a processor
specific module. It also requires a user-space program, a modified
QEMU emulator, to set up the guest VM’s address space, handle
the VM’s I/O requests and manage the VM. KVM employs the
pre-copy model as described in Section 2. When a disk I/O request
is issued by the guest VM, the KVM kernel module forwards
the request to the QEMU block driver. The scheduling algorithm
is therefore implemented mainly in the QEMU block driver. In
addition, the storage migration code is slightly modified to copy
blocks according to the computed schedule rather than sequentially.
Incremental schedule computation

A naive way to implement the scheduling algorithm is to add a
history tracker that simply records the write operations. When mi-
gration starts, the history is used to compute, on-demand, the mi-
gration schedule. This on-demand approach works poorly in prac-
tice because the computations could take several minutes even for
a history buffer of only 5,000 operations. During this period, other
QEMU management functions must wait because they share the
same thread. The resulting burst of high CPU utilization also affects
the VM’s performance. Moreover, storage migration is delayed un-
til the scheduler finishes the computations.

Instead, we have implemented an efficient incremental sched-
uler. The main idea is to update the scheduled sequence incremen-
tally when write requests are processed. The scheduled sequence is
thus always ready and no extra computation is needed when migra-
tion starts. The two main problems are (1) how to efficiently sort the
chunks based on access frequency and (2) how to efficiently select
the optimal chunk size. We first describe our solution to problem
(1) assuming a chunk size has been chosen; then we discuss our
solution to problem (2).
Incremental and efficient sorting

We create an array and a set of doubly linked lists for storing
access frequencies of chunks as shown in Figure 10. The index of
the array is the chunk ID. Each element in the array (square) is an
object that contains three pointers that point to an element in the
frequency list (oval) and the previous and next chunks (square) that
have the same frequency. An element in the frequency list (oval)
contains the value of the access frequency, a pointer to the head of
the doubly linked list containing chunks with that frequency and
two pointers to its previous and next neighbors in the frequency
list. The frequency list (oval) is sorted by frequency. Initially, the
frequency list (oval) only has one element whose frequency is zero
and it points to the head of a doubly linked list containing all
chunks. When a write request arrives, the frequency of the accessed

DATA STRUCTURE IN ALGORITHM:
-Lb(op flag): A block access list of< blockid, time >
-α: the fraction of simulated history.
-total block: the number of total blocks in the storage.
-upper, low bound: max & min allowed chunk size, e.g. 512B-1GB.
-SH1,SH2: the sets of blocks accessed in the first and second part.
-distance: The storage size between the locations of two blocks.
-ND: Normalized distance computed bydistance/storage size.
-SNormDistance: A set of normalized distances for blocks that are

in SH2.
-SNormDistanceCDF : A set of pair< ND, % >. The percentage

is the cumulative distribution of ND in the setSNormDistance.
-ESH1: A set of blocks obtained by expanding every block inSH1

by covering its neighborhood range.
-BalancedCoveragemax: the maximum value ofbalanced coverage
-NDBCmax: the neighborhood size (a normalized distance) that

maximizesbalanced coverage

INPUT OF ALGORITHM:Lb(op flag) andα ∈[0, 1]
OUTPUT OF ALGORITHM:chunk size

FUNCTION ChunkSizeEstimation(Lb(op flag),α)
max time= the duration ofLb(op flag);
FOR EACH< blockid, time >∈ Lb(op flag)

IF time < max time ∗ α
Add blockid into SH1;

ELSE ADDblockid into SH2;
END FOR
FOR EACHblockid ∈ SH2

NormDistance=
{min (|blockid−m|)∀m∈SH1}

total block
;

Add NormDistance into SNormDistance;
END FOR
SNormDistanceCDF = compute the cumulative distribution
function ofSNormDistance;

BalancedCoveragemax = 0;
NDBCmax = 0;
NDmin= the minimalND in SNormDistanceCDF ;
NDmax= the maximalND in SNormDistanceCDF ;

NDstep =
NDmax−NDmin

1000 ;
FORND = NDmin; ND ≤ NDmax; ND+ = NDstep

distance = ND ∗ total block;
ESH1 = { }
FOR EACHm ∈ SH1

addblockid from (m − distance) to (m + distance) to ESH1;
END FOR

storage coverage =
# of unique blocks in ESH1

total block
;

access coverage =the percentage ofND in SNormDistanceCDF ;
balanced coverage = access coverage + (1 − storage coverage);
IF balanced coverage > BalancedCoveragemax{

BalancedCoveragemax = balanced coverage;
NDBCmax = ND;

}
END FOR
chunk size = NDBCmax ∗ total block ∗ block size;
IF (chunk size == 0)

chunk size = lower bound;
ELSE IFchunk size > upper bound

chunk size = upper bound;
RETURNchunk size;

Figure 9. Algorithm for chunk size selection.

chunk is increased by 1. The chunk is moved from the old chunk
list to the head of the chunk list for the new frequency. A new
frequency list element is added if necessary. The time complexity
of this update isO(1) and the space complexity isO(n) wheren is
the number of chunks. The scheduling order is always available by
simply traversing the frequency list in increasing order of frequency
and the corresponding chunk lists. This same approach is used to
maintain the schedule for dirty blocks that need to be retransmitted.
Incremental and efficient chunk size selection

To improve efficiency, we estimate the optimal chunk size peri-
odically. The period is called a round and is defined as the duration
of everyN write operations.N is also the history buffer size. Only
the latest two rounds of history are kept in the system, called the
previous round and the current round. At the end of each round,
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Figure 10. Data structures for maintaining the sorted access fre-
quencies of chunks.

the optimal chunk size is computed and it is used as the chunk size
for tracking the access frequency in the next round using the afore-
mentioned data structure. Initially, a default chunk size of 4MB is
used.

It is not feasible to do a fine grained search for the optimal chunk
size in reality. A trade-off between precision and efficiency must
be made. We use a simple example to depict our idea in Figure 11.
We pick 8 exponentially increasing candidate chunk sizes: 4MB,
8MB, 16MB, 32MB, 64MB, 128MB, 256MB, 512MB, and 1GB.
Each round is subdivided into two halves. In the first half, each
candidate chunk size is associated with a bitmap for logging which
chunk is written to. When a chunk gets the first write access, the bit
for that chunk is set to 1 and the storage coverage at that candidate
chunk size is updated. Storage coverage is defined as# of set bits

total bits
.

The storage coverage for the candidate chunk size 4MB is0.5 in
the example. In the second half, a new bitmap for the smallest
candidate chunk size of 4MB is created to log the new accessed
chunks in the second half. Moreover, for each candidate chunk
size, we maintain the corresponding access coverage. When a 4MB
chunk gets its first write access in the second half, the access bit
is set to 1. Access coverage is defined as the percentage of bits set
in the second half which are also set in the first half. The access
coverage for each candidate chunk size is updated by checking
whether the corresponding bit is also set in the previous bitmap
in the first half. An update only occurs when a chunk is accessed
for the first time. Each update operation isO(1) time. At the end
of each round, the storage coverage and access coverage for all
candidate chunk sizes are available and we pick the chunk size that
maximizes thebalanced coverage = access coverage + (1 −
storage coverage). In Figure 11, the access coverage for chunk
size 4MB is 0.6 and its balanced coverage is 1.1, which is the
highest. Thus, 4MB is the selected chunk size for counting access
frequencies in the next round.

When migration starts, the frequency list from the previous
round is used for deciding the migration sequence and chunk size
since the current round is incomplete.

We evaluate the impact of the scheduling algorithm on the
latency and throughput of write operations in the file server. The
history buffer size is set to 20,000 and we measure 100,000 write
operations. With scheduling, the average write latency increases by
only 0.97%. The application level write throughput reduces by only
1.2%. Therefore, the incremental scheduler is lightweight enough
to be enabled at all time, or if desired, enabled manually only prior
to migration.

6. Evaluation on KVM
The experimental platform consists of two machines as the source
and destination for migration. Each of them is configured with
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1 0 1
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Figure 11. Data structures for chunk size selection.

a 3GHz Quad-core AMD Phenom II X4 945 processor, 8GB of
DRAM, runs Ubuntu 9.10 with Linux kernel (with the KVM mod-
ule) version 2.6.31 and QEMU version 0.12.50. The network is a
1Gbps Ethernet with varying rate-limits to emulate different net-
work speeds.

During the initial transfer of the image file, we configure the
migration process to read and copy image file data over the net-
work at a relatively large granularity of 4MB to achieve high disk
I/O throughput. Consequently, our scheduling algorithm chunk size
is constrained to be a multiple of 4MB. In contrast, we configure
QEMU to track dirty blocks at a much finer granularity of 128KB
to keep unnecessary data retransmission down. When any bytes of
a 128KB block is written to, the entire 128KB block is consid-
ered dirty and is retransmitted. We define the disk dirty rate as the
number of dirty bytes per second. Setting the granularity to track
dirty blocks larger (e.g. the QEMU default granularity of 1MB)
will greatly increase the amount of unnecessary retransmissions.
The history buffer size is set to 20,000. We run each experiment 3
times with randomly chosen migration start times in[900s, 1800s].
The average result across the 3 runs is reported. We present results
for the mail server and the file server in VMmark, which have, re-
spectively, a moderate and an intensive I/O workload (average write
rate 2.5MB/s and 16.7MB/s). The disk dirty rate during migration
could be much higher than the disk write rate because of the dirty
block tracking granularity discussed above. Note that the benefit of
scheduling is not pronounced when the I/O workload is light.

6.1 Benefits Under Pre-Copy

The following results show the benefits of scheduling under the pre-
copy model since this model is employed by KVM. We measure
the extra traffic and the time for the migration with and without
scheduling. Migration time is defined as the duration from the
migration command is received to the time when the VM resumes
on the destination machine. Extra traffic is the total size of the
retransmitted blocks.

QEMU provides a flow-control mechanism to control the avail-
able network bandwidth for migration. We vary the bandwidth from
224Mbps to 128Mbps. Figure 12 shows that when the bandwidth
is 224Mbps, with scheduling, the extra traffic is reduced by 25%,
and the migration time is reduced by 9 seconds for the mail server.
When the network bandwidth decreases, we expect the extra traffic
and the migration time to increase. With the scheduling algorithm,
the rate at which extra traffic increases is much lower. At a network
bandwidth of 128Mbps, the extra traffic is reduced by 41% from
3.16GB to 1.86GB. The migration time is reduced by 7% or 136s.

When the network bandwidth is 128Mbps, we find that the mi-
gration of the file server does not converge because its disk dirty
rate is too high relative to the network bandwidth, and QEMU has
no built-in mechanism to address this problem. There are two pos-
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Figure 13. File server performance during migration.

sible solutions: stop the VM [26], or throttle disk writes (mentioned
in [5]), with the latter achieving a more graceful performance
degradation. However, there is no definitive throttling mechanism
described in the literature. Thus, we have implemented our own
simple throttling variants called aggressive throttling and soft throt-
tling. During each dirty block retransmission iteration, the throttler
limits the dirty rate to at most half of the migration speed. When-
ever it receives a write request at timet0, it checks the dirty block
bitmap to compute the number of new dirty blocks generated and
estimates the timet it takes to retransmit these new dirty blocks at
the limited rate. If the next write operation comes beforet0 + t,
aggressive throttling defers this write operation until timet0 + t by
adding extra latency. In contrast, soft throttling maintains an aver-
age dirty rate from the beginning of the dirty iteration. It adds ex-
tra latency to a write operation only when the average dirty rate is
larger than the limit. Aggressive throttling negatively impacts more
write operations than soft throttling, but it can shorten the migration
time and reduce extra traffic. We show results using both throttling
variants.

We fix the network bandwidth at 128Mbps and vary the number
of file server clients from 30 to 60 to achieve different I/O inten-
sities. First, we evaluate the impact to I/O performance by mea-
suring the number of operations penalized by extra latency due
to throttling. Table 3 shows that when soft throttling is applied,
scheduling can help to reduce the number of throttled operations
from hundreds to a small number (≤ 22). When aggressive throt-
tling is applied, the number of throttled operations is in thousands.
The scheduling algorithm can reduce the throttled operations by 25-
28% across the three workloads. In order to know how this benefit
is translated to application level improvement, Figure 13 shows the
average write throughput as reported by the VMmark client before,

fs-30 fs-30 fs-45 fs-45 fs-60 fs-60
no-schel schel no-schel schel no-schel schel

S
of

t-
T

hr
ot

# of OP with 122 0 205 21 226 22
Extra-latency

Extra 1.08 0.82 1.62 1.45 2.01 1.53
Traffic(GB)
Migration 585 575 642 625 694 665
Time(s)

A
gg

r-
T

hr
ot

# of OP with 1369 1020 3075 2192 4328 3286
Extra-latency

Extra 0.84 0.80 1.51 1.33 1.93 1.38
Traffic(GB)
Migration 582 574 628 613 674 641
Time(s)

Table 3. No scheduling vs. scheduling for file server with different
number of clients (network bandwidth = 128Mbps).

during and after migration under the fs-45 workload with aggres-
sive throttling. Migration starts at the 17th minute. Before that, the
average write throughput is around 21MB/s. When migration starts,
the average write throughput drops by about 0.5-1MB/s because the
migration competes with the application for I/O capacity. When the
initial image file transfer finishes at around 25.7 minutes, the dirty
iteration starts and throttling is enabled. The dirty iteration lasts for
2 minutes and 1 minute 43 seconds for no-scheduling and schedul-
ing respectively. Without scheduling, the average write through-
put during that time drops to 12.9MB/s. With scheduling, the write
throughput only drops to 18.3MB/s. Under the fs-60 workload, the
impact of throttling is more severe and scheduling provides more
benefits. Specifically, throughput drops from 25MB/s to 10MB/s
without scheduling, but only drops to 17MB/s with scheduling.
Under the relatively light fs-30 workload, throughput drops from
14MB/s to 12.2MB/s without scheduling and to 13.5MB/s with
scheduling.

Table 3 also shows that the extra traffic and migration time are
reduced across the three workloads with the scheduling algorithm.
Take the aggressive throttling scenario as an example, under fs-45,
the extra traffic is reduced by 180MB and the migration time is
reduced by 15s. Under fs-60, the I/O rate and the extra traffic both
increase. The scheduling algorithm is able to reduce the extra traffic
by 28% from 1.93GB to 1.38GB and reduce the migration time by
33s. The benefit of scheduling increases with I/O intensity.

We have also experimented with fs-45 under 64Mbps and
32Mbps of network bandwidth with aggressive throttling. At
64Mbps, scheduling reduces throttled operations by 2155. Extra
traffic is reduced by 300MB and migration time is reduced by 56s.
At 32Mbps, throttled operations is reduced by 3544. Extra traffic
and migration time are reduced by 600MB and 223s respectively.
The benefit of scheduling increases with decreasing network band-
width.

7. Trace-Based Simulation
Since KVM only employs the pre-copy model, we perform trace-
based simulations to evaluate the benefits of scheduling under the
post-copy and pre+post-copy models. Although we cannot simulate
all nuances of a fully implemented system, we believe our results
can provide useful guidance to system designers.

We use the amount of extra traffic and the number of degraded
operations that require remote reads as the performance metrics
for evaluation. Extra traffic is used to evaluate the pre+post-copy
model. It is the total size of retransmitted blocks. The number
of degraded operations is used to evaluate both post-copy and
pre+post-copy models. The performance of a read operation is
degraded when it needs to remotely request some data from the
source machine which incurs at least one network round trip delay.
Therefore, a large number of degraded operations is detrimental to
VM performance.
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Figure 14. The improvement of degraded operations under the post-copy model.

7.1 Simulation Methodology

We assume the network has a fixed bandwidth and a fixed delay. We
assume there is no network congestion and no packet loss. Thus,
once the migration of a piece of data is started at the source, the
data arrives at the destination afterdata size

bandwidth
+ delay seconds.

In our experiments, we simulate a delay of 50ms and use different
values of fixed bandwidths for different experiments.

For the following discussion, it may be helpful to refer to Fig-
ure 1. Each experiment is run 3 times using different random mi-
gration start timest chosen from[3000, 5000] seconds. When the
simulation begins at timet, we assume the scheduling algorithm
has already produced a queue of block IDs ordered according to
the computed chunk schedule to be migrated across the network in
the specified order. Let us call this the primary queue. The schedule
is computed based on using a portion of the trace prior to timet as
history. The default history size is 50,000 operations. The defaultα
for chunk size computation is 0.7. In addition, there is an auxiliary
queue which serves different purposes for different migration mod-
els. As we simulate the storage and memory migrations, we also
playback the I/O accesses in the trace starting at timet, simulating
the continuing execution of the virtual machine in parallel. We as-
sume each I/O access is independent. In other words, one delayed
operation does not affect the issuance of the subsequent operations
in the trace.

We do not simulate disk access performance characteristics
such as seek time or read and write bandwidth. The reason is
that, under the concurrent disk operations simulated from the trace,
the block migration process, remote read requests, and operations
issued by other virtual machines sharing the same physical disk, it
is impossible to simulate the effects that disk characteristics will
have in a convincing manner. Thus, disk read and write operations
are treated to be instantaneous in all scenarios. However, under
our scheduling approach, blocks might be migrated in an arbitrary
order. To be conservative, we do add a performance penalty to our
scheduling approach. Specifically, the start of the migration of a
primary queue block is delayed by 10ms if the previous migrated
block did not immediately precede this block.

In the post-copy model, the memory migration is simulated first
and starts at timet. When it is completed, storage migration begins
according to the order in the primary queue. Subsequently, when a
read operation for a block that has not yet arrived at the destination
is played back from the trace, the desired block ID is enqueued
to the auxiliary queue after a network delay (unless the transfer of
that block has already started), simulating the remote read request.
The auxiliary queue is serviced with strict priority over the primary
queue. When a block is migrated through the auxiliary queue, the
corresponding block in the primary queue is removed. Note that

when a block is written to at the destination, we assume the source
is not notified, so the corresponding block in the primary queue
remains.

In the pre+post-copy model, in the pre-copy phase, the storage
is migrated according to the primary queue; the auxiliary queue
is not used in this phase. At the end of the memory migration,
the dirty blocks’ migration schedule is computed and stored in the
primary queue. Subsequently, the simulation in the post-copy phase
proceeds identically to the post-copy model.

Finally, when scheduling is not used, the simulation methodol-
ogy is still the same, except that the blocks are ordered sequentially
in the primary queue.

7.2 Benefits Under Post-Copy

Figure 14 shows the benefits of scheduling in terms of the number
of degraded operations under the various server types, bandwidths,
and workload intensities. The reductions in the number of degraded
operations are 43%, 80%, 95% and 90% in the file server, mail
server, web server and database server respectively when the net-
work bandwidth is 100 Mbps. The traffic that is involved in remote
reads is also reduced. For example, 172MB and 382MB are saved
with the scheduling algorithm for the file server and mail server re-
spectively. If the history size is reduced significantly from 50,000
operations to merely 1,000 operations, the corresponding benefits
are reduced to 19%, 54%, 75%, and 83% respectively. Thus, even
maintaining a short history could provide substantial benefits. The
Java server performs very few read operations, so there is no remote
read.

When the network bandwidth is low, the file server (fs-45)
suffers from more degraded operations because the migration time
is longer. At 10Mbps, 13,601 (or 24%) degraded operations are
eliminated by scheduling in the file server. For the mail server, web
server and database server, their degraded operations are reduced
by 45%, 52% and 79% respectively when the network bandwidth
is 10Mbps. The traffic involved in remote reads for the file server is
reduced from 1.2GB to 0.9GB and for the mail server from 2.6GB
to 1.4GB.

When the number of clients increases, the read rate becomes
more intensive. For example, the ds-160 workload results in 25,334
degraded operations when scheduling is not used. With scheduling,
the degraded operations is reduced by 84%-90% under the ds-16,
ds-64, and ds-160 workloads. When the number of the clients in the
file server is increased to 70, there are 23,011 degraded operations.
With scheduling, it can be reduced by 47%.
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Figure 15. The improvement of extra traffic under the pre+post-
copy model.
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Figure 16. The improvement of degraded operations under the
pre+post-copy model.

fs-45 ms-1000 js-8 ws-100 ds-16
Worst chunk size 49% 43% 49% 74% 54%
performance gain

Optimal chunk size 77% 70% 64% 90% 66%
performance gain

Algorithm selected 76% 50% 58% 87% 64%
chunk size

performance gain

Table 4. Comparison between selected chunk size and measured
optimal chunk size (extra traffic under pre+post-copy).

7.3 Benefits Under Pre+Post-Copy

In the pre+post copy model, the extra traffic consists of only the
final dirty blocks at the end of memory migration. As Figure 15
shows, the scheduling algorithm reduces the extra traffic in the five
workloads by 76%, 51%, 67%, 86% and 59% respectively.

In the pre+post copy model, the degraded operations exist only
during the retransmission of the dirty blocks. Since the amount of
dirty data is much smaller than the virtual disk size, the problem
is not as serious as in the post-copy model. Figure 16 shows that
the Java server, web server and database server have no degraded
operations because their amount of dirty data is small. But the file
server and mail server suffer from degraded operations, and apply-
ing scheduling can reduce them by 99% and 88% respectively.

7.4 Optimality of Chunk Size

In order to understand how optimal is the chunk size selected by the
algorithm, we conduct experiments with various manually selected
chunk sizes, ranging from 512KB to 1GB in factor of 2 increments,

to measure the performance gain achieved at these different chunk
sizes. The chunk size that results in the biggest performance gain is
considered the measured optimal chunk size. The one with the least
gain is considered the measured worst chunk size. Table 4 compares
the selected chunk size against the optimal and worst chunk sizes
in terms of extra traffic under the pre+post-copy model. As can be
seen, the gain achieved by the selected chunk size is greater than the
measured worst chunk size across the 5 workloads. Most of them
are very close to the measured optimal chunk size.

8. Summary
Migrating virtual machines between clouds is an emerging require-
ment to support open clouds and to enable better service availabil-
ity. We demonstrate that existing migration solutions can have poor
I/O performance during migration that could be mitigated by taking
a workload-aware approachto storage migration. We develop our
insight on workload characteristics by collecting I/O traces of five
representative applications to validate the extent of temporal local-
ity, spatial locality and access popularity that widely exists. We then
design ascheduling algorithmthat exploits the individual virtual
machine’s workload to compute an efficient ordering ofchunksat
an appropriate chunk size to schedule for transfer over the network.
We demonstrate the improvements introduced by work-load aware
scheduling on a fully implemented system for KVM and through
a trace-driven simulation framework. Under a wide range of I/O
workloads and network conditions, we show that workload-aware
scheduling can effectively reduce the amount of extra traffic and
I/O throttling for the pre-copy model and significantly reduce the
number of remote reads to improve the performance of post-copy
and pre+post-copy model. Furthermore, the overhead introduced by
our scheduling algorithm in KVM is low.

Next, we discuss and summarize the benefits ofworkload-aware
schedulingunder different conditions and workloads using the pre-
copy migration model as an example.
Network bandwidth: The benefits of scheduling increases as the
amount of available network bandwidth for migration decreases.
Given that lower bandwidth results in a longer pre-copy period,
the opportunity for any content to become dirty (i.e., requiring a
retransmission) is larger. However, with scheduling, content that is
likely to be written is migrated towards the end of the pre-copy
period thus reducing the amount of time and the opportunity for it
to become dirty.
Image size:The benefits of scheduling increases as the image size
(i.e., the used blocks in the file system) gets larger even if the active
I/O working set remains the same. A larger image size results in
a longer pre-copy period, thus the opportunity for any content to
become dirty is bigger. However, with scheduling, the working set
gets transferred last, reducing the probability that migrated content
becomes dirty despite the longer migration time.
I/O rate: As the I/O rate becomes more intense, the benefits of
scheduling increases. With higher I/O intensity, the probability that
any previously migrated content becomes dirty is higher. Again, by
transferring active content towards the end of the pre-copy period,
we lower the probability that it would become dirty and has to be
retransmitted.
I/O characteristics: As the extent of locality or popularity be-
comes less pronounced, the benefits of scheduling decreases. For
example, when the popularity of accessed blocks is more uniformly
distributed, it is more difficult to accurately predict the access pat-
tern. In the extreme case where there is no locality or popularity
pattern in the workload, scheduling provides similar performance
to non-scheduling.

These characteristics indicate that our workload-aware schedul-
ing algorithm can improve the performance of storage migration
under a wide range of realistic environments and workloads.
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